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A Woman’s Garden 

 

 

Urdu transcript: 

 

 
�ں -ے 'ہ% ر,+% ہے۔ 'ہ% $#ں !�ق : ��رت/�$#9ا ا78 اور 'ہ% ا304 !�ق ہے۔ $02ے 01

 -ے 01�ل۔ ۔$#9ا 
garden 

۔ ے -+38Dں ا=C3ے 3B '0; 'ہ% !�ق ہے $02ہے، 'A#,3ہ ہے، اس $#ں $#ں 01�ل ا=3>; ہ�ں۔ اور
$#ں 'ہ% و9J %Kچ 9B>; ہ�ں، '3زار -ے جF#' 9B 3 /ے E 9B>; ہ�ں، اور 901 $#ں Cے ا78، 

اN1ے =B 90ے 0A#1ے اQAB 78 =3رڈن '383N ہ�ا ہے۔ اس $#ں $#ں 9Mح 9Mح 38D+- ;Bں ا=C3ے 
#$ ��Q#K ہ�ں۔ 8ہ د0U8#ۓ، 8ہ $#9ے =N0' ;B 90ڈ38ں ہ#ں ج! ;B 3ئ >0#ں اور ابY/ د�J ےC ں

وہ 01[ دے رہ; ہ#ں، د0U8#ۓ۔ اور 8ہ /#\�ں ج� Eپ دZU8 رہے ہ#ں 8ہ '0; $#9ے اN1ے =B 90ے 
درY/ 91 %Jے ہ�ۓ ہ#ں ج� bbّ/3!3$ہ -3ل $#ں دو دa`ہ /_ ج3>3 ہے، درJ%، اور 'B 90' 90ے 

ور اN1ے ر!eہ داروں $#ں ebUCے ہ#ں 8ہ /#\�ں۔ اور جNہ#ں $#ں اN1ے $bّgے $#ں 'C3' ;0ٹe; ہ�ں ا
�ب /#\�ں 3B !9'%، جhے -2NU+#ں Bہeے ہ#ں، 38  اور =90 $#ں 'C3' ;0'، ;0ٹe; ہ�ںJ گ�/ jہ

 Eپ 
lemonade 

  Bہہ /#2#ۓ۔ 8ہ ہe#1 9B 3N' jے ہ#ں۔
 

 

English translation: 

 

Woman: I have another great hobby. I love flowers, and with interest I… I have a garden 
in which I grow flowers. And I also like growing vegetables. I spend a lot of time, go to 
the market (i.e., the bazaar) and bring seeds, and I have made a kitchen garden behind my 
house. I like growing a variety of vegetables in it. Look, this is my homegrown okra 
which I myself had planted and which are now bearing fruit. And these lemons that you 
are seeing are also from my homegrown tree that Mashallah (by the grace of Allah) bears 
fruit twice a year, and these lemons come out by the dozen. And then I distribute them 
among my neighbors, and my relatives and we also drink a lot of lemonade in the house 
which is called Sakanjabeen (lemonade). We make and drink this.  
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